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Justification by state Party

The excellent natural conditions and the unitv of architecture and landscape give this region an original qualitv
of its own. The wealth of monumental and minor art (iewellery, metal work, manuscript illustrations, textiles
and embroidery, wood-carving, icon painting, ancient forms of musical and oral folklore, vernacular
architecture> are of para mount importance for the study of this region and for the historv of Georgia and the
cau casus.
The monumental mural painting of svaneti is of great importance in the study of the origins and
development of Georgian and eastern Christian art. Much of the work of the svaneti craftsmen rightfully
belongs in the treasurv of world art.
Note

The State Partv do es not make any proposais con cern ing the criteria un der wh ich the property should
be inscribed on the world Heritage List in the nomination dossier.

category Of Propertv

ln terms of the categories of property set out in Article 1 of the 1972 world Heritage convention, Upper
svaneti is a group of buildings. lt should aIso be considered to be a cultura/Jandscape as defined in paragraph
39 of the Operational Guide/ines for the Implementation of the world Heritage convention.
Historv and Description

History
The earliest references to svaneti occur in the works of strabo <66 BC-AD 24>, wh en it had already been settled
for many generations and nad achieved a high leve! of culture. From the 4th centurv AD it was a vassal-state
of the kingoom of Lazika. When Lazika adopted Christianity in 523 the svans followed suit. although pagan
beliefS and rites persisted.
ln the 8th centurv the Abkhaz Kingdom was established in western Georgia, with its capital at Kutaisi,
to be in its turn absorbed into the united kingdom of Georgia that was finally consolidated by David 11 the
Builder <1 089-1125>. A strong movement for svan independence developed, and its feu dai lords often chose
the side of forces opposed to the Georgian state. This did not hinder the political and economie growth of
Georgia, which spread to caver much of the region between the Black and casplan seas under George Il and
his daughter Tamar in the succeeding centuries. This was accompanied bV a cultural flowering, of which
svaneti was one of the main centres, famous for its schOols of metalwork, painting, wood carving, and
architecture. These skills were employed by the Church, which was also rich and powerful in this period; most
of the churches in Upper svaneti date from this periOd.
Although svaneti was not affected by the catastrophic Mongol invasion, it found itself increasingly
isolated, and as a result its economy and culture declined in the 1Sth to 18th centuries. Part of svaneti was
eventually overrun by Princess Dadeshkeliani in the 15th centurv, but further in land, on the upper reaches of
the lnguri river, the people of Upper svaneti preserved their independence, with Mestia as the ir capital, until
the coming of the Russians in the 19th centurv.
Description
The mountainous region of upper svaneti occupies the upper reaches of the lnguri river basin, between the
caucasus and svaneti ranges. The only road tnrough it runs along the river gorge. lt consists of severa!
communities, each in turn composed of severa! villages. lt is a region of rich natural resources, sucn as
minerais, metals, timber, wild fruits, abundant game, etc.
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The characteristic landscape of Upper svaneti is formed bY small villages, dominated by the ir church
towers and situated on the mountain slopes, with a natural environment of gorges and alpine valleys and a
backdrop of snow-covered mountains. The most notable feature of the settlements is the abundance of
towers, especially in Mestia and the frontier villages, sucn as ushguli and Lata li.
These towers usually have from three to five storeys and the thickness of the walls decreases, giving
the towers a slender, tapering profile. Their upper floors are exclusively defensive in function, serving as
platforms for observation and forstoring and th rowing projectiles; they have machicolated parapets crowned
with arches. The hO uses tnemselves are usually two-storeyed and between 80 and 130m2 in ground area. The
grou nd floor <machub> is a single hall with an open hearth and accommodation for both people and domestic
animais, the latter being separated by a wooden partition, which is often lavishiY decorated. A corridor annex
helped the thermal insulation of the building. The upper floor <daroazil was used by the human occupants
in the summer, and also served as a store for fodder and tools. A door at this level provided access to the
tower, which was also connected with the corridor <guoandil that protected the entrance.
continuing research on the origins of the svaneti tower hOuse now suggests that these go back to
prehistorv. lts features correspond with the economie imperatives of the communities to which they belong:
intensive mountain agriculture and stock-rearing. They aIso throwvaluable light on social organization <family
size, distribution of functions, etc).
Many of the tower-hOuses nave disappeared or are collapsing into ruins. The village of Chazhashi in
Ushguti commune nas, however, been preserved as a Museum-Reserve. Here more than two hundred towers
and four hundred hOuses nave survived. The village is situated at the confluence of the Black and tnguri rivers,
an easily defensible location. lt is protected by two casties above and below the village; the lower castle has
a small hall cnurch known as Lashkdash; another churcn known as Matskhvar in which medieval wall paintings
are preserved stands on a nearby hill.
The severe outlines of the svaneti house <machuOil consisting of strong vertical and horizontal
elements are softened by the addition of a purely decorative "cap" to the tower. The hOuses are built of
irregularly sized stone blocks and sometimes local slate set in lime mortar.
The chu renes of Upper svaneti are generally very small, ra rely exceeding 20m 2 and sometimes as small
as 5-6m , and not ornamented wlth carved external decoration. lnternally, nowever, they are noteworthy
for their wealth of wall paintings, carved doors, processional and altar crosses, and illuminated manuscripts.
They range in date of construction from the early 9th to the 17th centuries, with a creative peak in the 10th12th centuries. The wall paintings in particular are of high historical and artistic importance. A special feature
of the svaneti cnurcnes is the painted decoration on their facades, whicn depict Biblical and hagiological
subjects.
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The village of Zhibiani is one of the highest in svaneti, sorne 2100 m above sea Jevel. To the north of
and dominating the village lies the Lamaria religious complex. The wall paintings on the church nere are an
outstanding example of Renaissance painting in Georgia. A tiny hall church l<nown asJgrag is modelled on the
Lamaria church. The village is laid out regularly on a north-south axis.

Management and Protection

Legal status
Legal protection is based on the Law for the Protection of the Monuments of the Georgian SSR. Ali the
property is in State ownership.

Management
ln 1970 the old part of Mestia was designated as a Reserve, followed by the usngun-cnazhasni area in 1971.
The monuments of the entire region were recorded and registered in 1983-5.
Main responsibilitv for the management of the monuments in the region is vested in the G. Chitaia
Museum of Folk Ways of Life and Architecture of the Republic of Georgia, working through its subordinate
organizations, the Mestia Historicai-Ethnographic Museum and the Ushguli-Chazhashi Museum-Reserve.
ln 1991 the whole svaneti region was designated as a Reserve at the request of the general public.
Within this area the policy will be to preserve not only individual monuments but also the villages and the
landscape as a whole. Modern building activities will be regulated and public services and amenities will be
organized. A special commission is being set up to coordinate this project.
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conservation and Authenticity
conservation historv

lnterest in the monuments of Upper svaneti began in the 19th centurv, and systematic scientific research
began in the second decade of the 20th centurv. A Museum of Regional studies was founded in 1936, based
on the monuments of the Church ofSt George atseti; since 1973 it has been a Historicai-Ethnographic Museum
and a branch of the s. Janashia State Museum of Georgia.
The survey of 1983-85 covered 960 monuments- 196 churches, 208 towers, 342 dwelling complexes,
and three fortresses.
Monument protection bodies of the Republic of Georgia have to date carried out restoration and
conservation work at 45 churches, 70 towers, and twelve dwelling complexes. A special con crete construction
overlaid with traditional slate has been developed for roofing the towers; copper is used for church roofs.
The Ushguli-Chazhashi Museum-Reserve was created to preserve one village in its original form without
any modern intrusions. A detailed plan has been worked out, as a result of which some of the inhabitants
have elected to stay in the old buildings, which have been provided with the necessities of modern !ife, whilst
the remainder have been resettled in neighbouring villages. some of the unoccupied houses are being
restored and furnished, whilst others will be used to hOuse visiting scholars. A special restoration workshOp
is being established.
Autnenticity

There are varving degrees of authenticity in the components of this nomination. The interaction between
man and nature in the landscape is wholly authentic and of high importance. The resto red buildings preserve
a considerable degree of authenticity in materials and techniques, as weil as setting. Much of the authenticity
has, however, disappeared from others, as a result of the use of inappropriate modern materials. The same
is true of some of the villages, where recent structures far outnumber the ancient ones.

Evaluation
Action 1JY ICOMOS

The ICOMOS evaluation mission that visited Georgia in May 1994 was unable togo to upper svaneti because of
the disturbed situation there. With the restoration of more settled circumstances, the delayed mission was
able to visit the region in May 1996.
oualities

BY virtue of its isolation for so many centuries, the upper svaneti region has preserved to a remarkable degree
a mountain landscape that is essentially medieval in origin. lt is also noteworthy for the remarkable towerhOuses, developed to meet the needs of a population continually under threat from across its borders.
comf)arative anatysis

The isolation of Upper svaneti makes it unique in this region. The only direct comparisons th at might be made
would be with isolated communities in the Himalayan massif, but these stem from a completely different
cultural tradition.
ICOMOS comments

The nomination dossier lackS any definition of the precise area being proposed for inscription on the world
Heritage List. The ftoescription· section is wide-ranging, referring to important monuments ali over the region.
However, the only detaîled documentation provided relates to the ushguli-Chazhashi Museum-Reserve, for
which a map showing ftstrict protective· and "protective· zones is supplied, and Zhibiani village, in the form
of a "passport· <an official survey record>.
lt is not clear whether it is intended that the entire Reserve designated in 1991 is intended for
inscription or one or both of the two areas singled out for special documentarv support.
1n the opinion of ICOMOS it would oe premature for the entire Reserve to be inscribed, since it is a
new creation and its policies are still being formulated. The technical condition of Zhibiani village is, according
to the "passport·, "in a grave condition·, which would seem to disqualify it for inscription until action has been
ta ken to remedy that situation. The ushguli-Chazhashi Museum-Reserve, on the other hand, is clearly defined
and has been in operation for severa! years. The best course might be for this area alone to be nominated
at the present time, with the state Party retalning the option of extending the inscribed monument at some
time in the future.
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Recommendation
The ICOMOS recommendation that this nomination should be reterred back to enable the State Party to
delineate a representative and effectively managed and conserved area for inscription was approved by the
Bureau at its meeting in June 1996. No response had been received when this document was prepared
<September 1996>; however, in the event of this being supplied and proving acceptable,ICOMOS recommends
that this propertv be inscribed on the world Heritage List on the basis of criteria iV and v:
The upper svaneti region is an exceptional landscape that has preserved to a remarkable degree its
original medieval appearance, notable for the distribution, form, and architecture of its human
settlements.

ICOMOS, October 1996
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Haut Svaneti : carte de la Réserve
Upper Svaneti : map of the Reserve
Il

Haut Svaneti : vue d'ensemble
Upper Svaneti : general view
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